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Regardless of the season, I find it particularly special to 
step out my back door and listen to the symphony of the  
bush. All around me various species’ individual songs work 
together to create the perfect chorus. It makes me reflect 
on the importance of individual actions – contributions, no 
matter how big or small, that come together to help create 
nature’s magic tapestry. In this edition of Bushtracks, we 
share some of the actions we’re taking and those with our 
partners to contribute to this tapestry and improve our 
country’s magnificent biodiversity. 

Recently on Karajarri Country, rangers and Elders made 
a long-awaited return to desert jila (springs) and pajalpi 
(wetlands) in north Western Australia. Karajarri people 
were able to reconnect with a remote part of their country 
and by doing so, continue to manage and preserve its 
cultural and ecological value.  

As outlined in our 2030 Strategy, we are on a path to 
deepen and double our impact. In Australia, more than 
50% of our landmass is managed for agriculture. For 
our work to have the greatest impact, it must go beyond 
our reserves’ boundaries and into agricultural lands. At 
Napperby Station, we are working with partner Hewitt to 
achieve shared ecological outcomes. This is a partnership 
that will benefit all the native species who call the station 
home, including the Black-Footed Rock Wallaby.  

At Yourka Reserve, ecologists Daniella Teixeira and 
Courtney Melton are quite literally recording the 
symphony of the bush. Harnessing emerging technology, 
they’re using ecoacoustics and artificial intelligence to 
monitor the health of woodland bird communities. This 
is a project that adds more efficient tools to the Bush 
Heritage toolkit. 

What’s behind all these actions, are dedicated people; 
from our Aboriginal partners to our volunteers, 
supporters, researchers and other landholders. In 

‘Learning Garawa’ we celebrate people, culture and, 
in particular, language’s role in the management of a 
landscape. This article illustrates how annual culture 
camps allow for familiar voices to return to Waanyi 
Garawa Country and for over 60,000 years of knowledge 
to be passed onto the next generation.   

Thank you for your support, allowing us to put our 2030 
Strategy into action and carry the momentum built in 
2022 into the year ahead. 

Please enjoy stories from 
the irreplaceable landscapes 
that you help protect.

Heather Campbell 
Chief Executive Officer

Photo Walyata, Salt Creek cuts through Karajarri Country.  
By Benjamin Broadwith
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A long-awaited return to sacred water sites on Karajarri  
Country provides Elders and rangers with the chance to preserve 

knowledge and protect country for future generations.  

Ngapa Kunangkul  
- Living waters

Words by Amelia Caddy 
Location Karajarri Country, Western Australia
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Karajarri Elder Mr J ‘Tarrika’ Watson bends down between 
bullrushes to fill his speckled blue enamel mug with the 
waters of Yajula, a pajalpi (wetland) fed by a permanent 
jila (spring) in the Kimberley region of north Western 
Australia. Straightening back up, J brings the mug to his 
lips, takes a deep sip, pauses, then suddenly spurts the 
water back out. It’s as though he’s tasted something foul. 
Then something unexpected happens: J passes the mug 
to the man behind him who repeats his actions, before 
passing the mug to the woman behind him. And so it 
continues until one-by-one, the entire group has sipped 
and sprayed the waters of Yajula into the dry desert air. 

They are not thirsty, nor does the water taste bad: “This is 
freshwater, you can drink this water,” J reassures. He and 
his companions are practising a tradition that is as old as 
time, and one that hasn’t been 
carried out at this site for a while. 

In September 2022, Karajarri 
and Nyangumarta Elders 
and Rangers, Juwaliny and 
Mangala Elders, members of 
the Karajarri Traditional Lands 
Association and ecologists 
drove for two days to reach the 
17,729-hectare Kurriji Pa Yajula 
Nature Reserve, where Yajula 
is located. Tucked away in the westernmost corner of 
Karajarri Country, 222 kilometres south-west of Broome 
as the crow flies, Yajula is hard to access and even harder 
to manage. 

“It’s important to visit most of the sites on Karajarri 
Country ... see how it’s going out there and what it needs 
done. Does it need to be maintained? Does it need to 
be untouched?” says Sharee Dolby, one of the younger 
Karajarri Rangers on the trip.

For seven days, the group camped, sang, shared stories 
and engaged in two-way learning: combining traditional 
practices with modern monitoring techniques to fill in 
knowledge gaps about the area’s immense cultural and 
ecological value. 

For many millenia, Yajula and its sister wetland Kurriji, 
have sustained Karajarri, Nyangumarta, Mangala, 
Juwaliny and Yulparija people as they traversed the red 
quartz sand dunes and salt plains of the Great Sandy 
Desert, providing them with food, fresh water, shelter 
and medicine. These were places of trade and connection, 
where marriages were made, knowledge exchanged and 
ceremonies carried out. But for Traditional Owners to 
access Yajula now takes coordination, time and resources 
that are in short supply. As a result the stories, songs and 
traditions that contain the secrets to its management are 
at risk of being lost. 

“Most of us haven’t been in this country before, but we 
seen photos and films of old people here back in the 
days,” says Jess Bangu, Elder and Karajarri Ranger who 

attended the trip. 

As Karajarri Rangers, Sharee 
and Jess are part of a small 
team of Traditional Owners 
who are combining traditional 
knowledge with western 
science to care for their country. 
Given that country spans 3.2 
million hectares, an area about 
the size of Belgium, this is 
no small feat, but they’re not 

alone. A healthy country plan outlining key cultural 
and ecological targets helps them; prioritise a Cultural 
Advisory Committee made up of Elders, guides their 
annual operations, and involves partners, including 
Bush Heritage, that provide vital logistical support and 
funding. For the rangers, the work is more than just a 
job; it’s the fulfilment of their cultural responsibility, 
embedded into Karajarri traditional law, to look after 
country for the next generation. 

“It’s a very well understood principle that if Karajarri 
people aren’t on Karajarri Country – and it’s a big 
area – then their sacred places are not being taken care 
of because they need people to maintain them,” says 
Karajarri Land and Sea Manager Jesse Ala’i. 

Photo Karajarri Elder, Mr J ‘Tarrika’ Watson at Kurriji.  
By Benjamin Broadwith

“Coming out on Country, seeing  
the Elders’ faces – they feel the 
country is healthy, you know?  

And it makes yourself feel good 
inside, too. The more you look after 
country, make country heal, you’re 

actually healing inside, too.”
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Photo Yajula from above. By Benjamin Broadwith

“In the desert, a lot of those sacred places are wetland areas. 
And because we’re in the desert, they’re also, generally 
speaking, important ecosystems,” he says. 

Yajula is a pukarrikarra, a dreaming site, created and 
inhabited by a pulany, powerful serpents who must be 
respected and approached in certain ways. On Karajarri 
Country, pulany inhabit all jila.

Karajarri people refer to their jila as ‘living waters’, a 
translation that could equally refer to their creator beings 
or to the fact that they allow life to flourish in the harsh 
arid environment. Birds, bats and threatened species 
such as the Night Parrot all rely on these desert oases for 
food, water and shelter. Kurriji and Yajula also harbour 
a unique assemblage of plants that are rare or absent 
elsewhere in the region, such as White Dragon Trees, 
Desert Walnuts and Bullrush, leading the area to be listed 
as a threatened ecological community. 

Today, camels, weeds, uncontrolled visitor access, changed 
fire regimes and climate change all threaten the health 
of Kurriji Pa Yajula. Cultural practices such as sipping 
and spraying the waters of Kurriji into the air provide 
the rangers with one method of monitoring their impacts. 

“That tells us, ‘okay’, by virtue of the Elders saying that’s 
okay for us to do, the water is in a healthy state’,” says Jesse. 

At the same time, the rangers are working with an 
ecologist from Environs Kimberley, Dr Matt Macdonald. 
Matt collected drone imagery and water samples from 
Kurriji pa Yajula to help shed light on any changes in 
plants and animals around the water sites. 

For the rangers, these on-country trips with their Elders 
and partners provide invaluable guidance as to how their 
country should be managed. More than that though, they 
provide a chance for Karajarri people to reconnect with 
their land and culture.

“Coming out on Country, seeing the Elders’ faces – they 
feel the country is healthy, you know? And it makes 
yourself feel good inside, too. The more you look after 
country, make country heal, you’re actually healing 
inside, too,” says Sharee. • 

Karajarri pronunciation tips: 

K – G like Gone
T – hard D like Dog
Rr – soft D like Dee

Ny – like Bunyip
Ng – like Bang

We thank and acknowledge the Karajarri Traditional Owners for generously sharing this language 
and knowledge with us. We’d also like to extend our thanks to the Karajarri Rangers’ other supporting 
partners, Environs Kimberley and Western Australia’s Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and 

Attractions, who helped make the trip to Kurriji Pa Yajula possible. 
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Photo Karajarri Rangers and Elders enjoy the shade and lunch. 
By Benjamin Broadwith 
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A station with a vision
Words by Bron Willis

Location Anmatyerr & Arrernte Country,  
Northern Territory   

The future of farming looks different when  
you step closer at Napperby Station.
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When Bush Heritage ecologist Matt Appleby stood at 
the edge of Napperby Station’s Lake Lewis, two hours 
north-west of Alice Springs, all his experience working 
in remote landscapes didn’t stop his eye from telling him, 
just for a moment, that it was full of water.

“And then you take a step closer,” says Matt, “and you 
realise it’s a mirage – there’s no water.”

Lake Lewis, one of the few large ephemeral lakes in the 
Northern Territory, is currently dry and salt crusted. It’s 
one of the impressive features of Napperby Station where 
Bush Heritage has commenced a promising collaboration 
with leading agriculture company Hewitt by providing 
ecological services at Napperby, where approximately 
8000 cattle graze.

Napperby, on Anmatyerr and Arrernte Country, is as 
varied as it is wide – within its 550,000 hectares are 
Melaleuca and Samphire shrublands, spinifex country, 
open Mulga plains and striking 
ranges that frame the view from 
the station homestead.

It’s not just the landscape that 
varies. Station owner Hewitt 
sees Napperby as a place where 
cattle can roam and, with Bush 
Heritage’s help, biodiversity can thrive. Hewitt own 
stations across Australia and approached Bush Heritage 
early in 2022 to find out how the two organisations might 
contribute to each other’s goals. 

In August, they began a pilot project at Napperby with a 
five-day ecological monitoring survey carried out by Matt 
Appleby with local flora and fauna consultants. This work 
is part of Bush Heritage’s 2030 Strategy and growing 
focus on agricultural partnerships. 

“Agriculture covers 58% of Australia, so it’s a great 
opportunity for us achieve impact in new ways,” says 
Bush Heritage Executive Manager Nick Mogford.  

“A lot of our country’s landscapes contribute to global 
food production. If we can find ways to improve the 
health of those landscapes, then that’s a great step 
forward for native flora and fauna,” says Nick Mogford 
Bush Heritage Executive Manager. 

Nathan Moore is Hewitt’s General Manager of Environ-
ment and Sustainability. “Our mission is to feed the world 
with a system that lasts forever,” he says. 

“So at Napperby, we are asking questions like ‘How do 
you tie pasture health and biodiversity into profitable 
production systems? And how do we become more aware 
of how to have both of those systems operating in parallel 
to each other?”

Nathan spent time on Napperby in May and was struck 
by the curiosity that Napperby’s managers carried with 
them into the landscape.

“As we were driving around the property, the managers 
were telling me about a large area where mature trees 
have died. We talked through what might have led to that. 
Prior to Hewitt’s ownership the station has experienced 
different climatic conditions and various approaches to 
land management.” 

The recent ecological monitoring 
survey bolstered this curiosity, 
the results of which will help Bush 
Heritage offer Hewitt a range of 
options they can consider, to align 
production with best-practice 
environmental management.

“There was a fantastic variety of native grasses across 
the property and really healthy patches of trees in some 
areas as well,” Matt says, describing the experience of 
travelling from one side of Napperby to the other.  

Matt anticipated that the steep rocky habitat provided by the 
Yalyirimbi Range might be home to threatened species and 
was not disappointed: evidence of the Black-footed Rock-
wallaby was found and, closer to the lake, the vulnerable 
Great Desert Skink was spotted in spinifex country.

On this occasion, the image of a full Lake Lewis might 
have been optical trickery, but one day Matt hopes to 
see the lake full after rain and teeming with migratory 
waders, whose habitat is cared for into the future. Hewitt 
are now positioned to ensure that Matt can visit during 
the next rainy season to enjoy the birdlife, and for many 
rainy seasons to come. •

Photo Bush Heritage ecologist Matt Appleby and botanist Andrew 
Schubert complete ecological monitoring at Napperby Station, 

Anmatyerr and Arrernte Country. By Nick Mogford

Consistent with Bush Heritage’s intent for its work in agriculture, the natural values 
assessment on Napperby Station was funded by Hewitt, the land holder.

“Agriculture covers 58%  
of Australia, so it’s a great 
opportunity for us achieve  

impact in new ways.”
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It’s a two-day drive from Darwin to Robinson River, north-
east Northern Territory, the remote Gulf of Carpentaria. 
The road leading there is long, and at times, tiresome, but 
every kilometre is worth it. The Bush Heritage team and 
the Northern Land Council are headed towards the gulf to 
help support the Garawa and Waanyi Garawa Rangers to 
run their annual Waanyi Garawa Biodiversity and Culture 
Camp, as they have since 2016.

Camps bring people together to pass on culture, look 
after Country and importantly, learn language. For 
the Waanyi-Garawa community, language is central 
to ecology, spirituality, and place. When communities 
are away from Country, reconnecting with language 
necessitates the survival of knowledge. 

The road fades to rough gravel after the remote town of 
Borroloola, and the team are welcomed to  Rhumbarriya 
clan Country at Limestone Creek, near its junction 
with Robinson River by Garawa Senior Ranger Karen 
Noble on behalf of her family and clan. The savannah 
woodlands are scarred by fires after the harsh dry season, 
except for bright green pandanas that line the riverbank. 

While excited kids go out searching for Redclaw Crayfish, 
Aunty Nancy McDinny yarns with the other aunties. 
Nancy is a force, one of the oldest living Garawa Elders 
and a keeper of language and stories. She is a linguist, 
educator, and artist. 

“My Garawa name is Yukurwal and my skin is 
Nangalama”, she says. “I grew up speaking Garawa, no 
English.”

“When we first went to school, and teachers used to ask 
us, what is your name? We would just sit there and look at 
her because we didn’t know English, but we learnt slowly.” 

For Nancy, her native language is not just about basic 
communication, it’s the way the land works and how 
plants and animals interact with the environment. 

“We started speaking English, so we lost Garawa a bit. 
When I go back for holidays and weekends, hunting and 
eating from the land again, sitting down with my dad and 
my grandmother, I started learning again.”

At Waanyi Garawa’s annual Culture Camp Aunty Nancy passes,  
on language and with it, the knowledge to care for Country.

Learning Garawa
Words by Will Sacre

Location Rhumbarriya Country, Northern Territory    
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Her experience has inspired her to teach and tell stories. 
She has been leading the kids to create a guide to the 
seasons of Garawa Country: what foods are available 
in which seasons and the indicators of when to hunt 
and harvest. 

“I think to read and write in Garawa out in the bush 
is everything,” says Nancy. 

“You’re on the land to learn 
about your culture.”

The kids have had a swim in 
the river, and dusk provides 
relief from the day’s dry heat. 
Over the course of the last four 
days, they have learnt about 
the animals that inhabit the 
area, looked for lizards and helped with the annual bird 
survey. As the sunset turns the camp orange, the flies 
finally cease, night birds begin to call and the kids chase 
one another. 

After dinner, there is dancing, and Aunty Nancy explains 
the stories behind each dance to the kids. One story is 
about the bright constellations above – about a man left 
suspended in the sky after being thrust out of a tree over a 
love triangle. They laugh hysterically. Nancy then reflects 
on the camp, and shares what it was like for her as a child, 
and the importance of keeping culture and language alive.

“We used to walk from that 
camp to this camp and have 
a corrobboree at night. We 
really loved when we were 
kids, dancing and learning, at 
the same time how to sing and 
tell stories. We had good life 
walking, healthy eating, bush 
tucker, no shop food, no vehicle, 

just on foot. We don’t want our language, our culture, 
to get lost. One day you kids will be here dancing and 
singing with your children, on this land.” •

Photo Sunset at the Waanyi Garawa Culture Camp. By Will Sacre 

“I think to read and write in Garawa 
out in the bush is everything,” says 
Nancy. “You’re on the land to learn 

about your culture.”

We thank and acknowledge the Rhumbarriya Traditional Owners who welcomed us to their 
Country and shared this special time with us.
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Call of the woodlands 
Words by Coco McGrath 

Location Jirrbal & Warrungu Country, Queensland

Sound could hold the solution, according to Bush Heritage ecoacoustic 
researchers on a mission to save Australia’s birdlife.
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For many scientists, seeing is believing. But for Bush 
Heritage ecologists Daniella Teixeira and Courtney 
Melton it’s hearing that is believing. 

“Birds and whales singing, insects and frogs chorusing, 
mammals bellowing, plants ‘breathing’ – these are 
fragments of nature’s soundscapes,” says Daniella. “And 
if you listen carefully, these sounds can tell us remarkable 
stories of the world.”

The sounds Daniella and Courtney are hoping to hear 
are the calls of woodland birds. And the story is one of 
survival.

Pairing their conservation skills 
with the latest audio technology, 
Daniella and Courtney have set 
out to investigate the potential 
of ecoacoustics, the study of an 
ecological soundscape, to better 
monitor Australia’s woodland 
bird communities, and sound 
the alarm for potential threats.

Woodland birds, including species like the Swift Parrot, 
have suffered severe decline since European invasion. 
Extensive land clearing and habitat degradation has 
meant Australia has lost one-third of its woodland 
habitats and now one in five woodland bird species 
are classified as threatened. What meagre woodland 
remains is highly fragmented and under constant threat 
of development. 

The team believe that acoustic monitoring could enhance 
conservation efforts which will aid the survival rate of 
woodland birds and have positive flow-on effects for the 
wider ecosystem.

“The woodland bird community is incredibly diverse, 
with many species playing important roles in ecosystem 
services such as pollination and pest control, contributing 
to the regulation of vegetation health and productivity,” 
says Courtney. “Birds are commonly selected as indicator 
species. Monitoring them well can tell us a lot about the 
state of the environment.”

The ideal testing ground 

Yourka Reserve on Jirrbal and Warrungu Country in 
Queensland is one of the most diverse landscapes in 
the country. Weeping paperbark trees lean towards the 
Herbert River while tall wet eucalypt forests thread their 
way through the land, slowly transitioning into open 
woodlands of Iron Bark and Lemon-scented Gums.

Since purchasing the reserve in 2007, Bush Heritage 
has recorded 148 species of bird. The diversity of birds 
and habitats make Yourka an ideal testing ground for 
Daniella and Courtney’s project. Dotted throughout 
this landscape will be a series of strategically placed 

sound recorders that wil l 
capture bird calls from dawn 
until dusk. These devices will 
enable Daniella and Courtney 
to monitor variations between 
soundscapes in the different 
habitats and could offer early 
warnings of ecosystem decline. 

While Bush Heritage will 
also undertake traditional bird surveys at Yourka, the 
incorporation of audio technology could offer exciting 
insights and larger data sets.

“With so many advances in technology the possibilities 
for conservationists are endless,” says Daniella. “Most 
of our work uses autonomous portable sound recorders, 
small devices that we can place onto a tree and let them 
record for as long as we need them to.”

One of the biggest obstacles is the sheer number of 
recordings collected.

“There’s no way that we could manually listen to all the 
sound files we capture,” explains Daniella. 

Once again, it is technology that holds the solution: 
artificial intelligence. Daniella now spends a lot of time 
training algorithms to detect certain bird species, as well 
as other animals including invasive species.

“Birds and whales singing, insects 
and frogs chorusing, mammals 
bellowing, plants ‘breathing’ – 
these are fragments of nature’s 
soundscapes,” says Daniella. 

Photo Red-browed Finches at Yourka Reserve, Jirrbal & Warrungu Country. 
By Rebecca Spindler 
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“Even five years ago, being able to collect so much data and 
analysing it efficiently would’ve been a massive hurdle to 
overcome,” says Daniella. “But today, the algorithms 
that are accessible to ecologists have advanced so much 
and really, really aid our work. It’s incredible how far 
technology and conservation have come.”

Listening for diversity 

Employing emerging technology and data analysis will 
help to provide Daniella and Courtney with a more 
comprehensive picture of the health of the woodland 
bird community and the wider landscape.

While a decline in bird calls is a clear cause for concern, 
there are also bird calls that Daniella and Courtney want 
to keep close tabs on. 

“If we were to hear an increase in the calls of aggressive 
species, such as noisy miners, then that could tell us that 
the bird community is unhealthy,” says Daniella.

Noisy miners, though native to Australia, are known to 
dominate an ecosystem and threaten some woodland bird 
species access to food and habitat resources. “What we 
don’t want to see is a homogenous bird community. We 
want diversity.”

A diverse soundscape, according to Daniella, equals a 
healthy soundscape. And a healthy soundscape equals a 
healthy ecosystem.

Funded by Chris and Gina Grubb and the Paul Hackett 
Memorial Scholarship for Bird Research, the project at 
Yourka will act as a trial with the potential to be rolled 
out across other landscapes managed by Bush Heritage, 
and hopefully, other animal communities. 

“The long-term vision,” says Daniella, “is that these 
methods could track entire ecosystems. We can track 
vocal fauna so birds and frogs, even mammals, and 
even non-biologic sounds, such as wind, rain, and water. 
There’s a lot of amazing environmental data that we can 
extract from acoustic recordings.” •

Photo Daniella Teixeira checks one of the acoustic recorders  
at Yourka, Jirrbal & Warrungu Country. By Eliza Herbert 

To learn more about Daniella Teixeira’s work and research, watch CNN’s documentary 
Call To Earth - Listening to our planet: https://cnn.it/3Rrt2X3
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Where the King River enters Oyster Harbour in Albany, 
Minang Country, Western Australia, is a slim stretch of 
bush that leads to an age-old Osprey nest. For Ian and I, 
this is our happy place. We don’t have to hop into the car 
to get to it, we just walk from the front door and are quickly 
immersed in nature.

A small unsigned walking track meanders high up along 
the edge of the harbour and offers glimpses of the water 
beyond. As keen birders, time spent here is very rewarding. 
Within the sheoak, eucalypt and melaleuca understory 
wrens, robins and whistlers flit amongst the branches. We 
turn around at the Minang Fish Trap, where we get to 
watch the ducking and diving of cormorants, pelicans, 
terns and darters. 

Our happy place is a microcosm of the wider continent’s 
diversity, something I find astonishing and what inspired 
my love for the bush. I was born in northern England, in a 
small chemical-producing town where if you fell into the 

river you’d be poisoned before you drowned. It wasn’t until 
I travelled through Australia that my connection to this 
country’s diverse landscapes blossomed. Lucky for Ian, he 
spent the first 20-odd years of his life in Bendigo, where 
the bush was on his doorstep and a part of everyday life.

When we met, we recognised our common interest and 
together we’ve fostered a shared love for the natural world. 
Nowadays this interest consumes much of our spare time 
and, importantly, how we give back to the world.

We believe that in the end, you need to give everything 
back. Helping to protect our natural world is how we plan 
to do this. We wouldn’t exist without nature, so that’s why 
we decided to bequeath everything we’ve accumulated 
to Bush Heritage. For years we’ve been involved with the 
organisation and are confident it is making a real difference. 
Our world’s future is brighter knowing that Australia’s 
biodiversity is in safe hands. •

Words by Annie Mayo, long time Bush Heritage supporter 
Location Minang Country, Western Australia 

Photo Annie & Ian Mayo volunteering at Hamelin Station,  
Malgana Country. By Annie & Ian Mayo 

My happy place

Ian and Annie Mayo are lifelong Bush Heritage supporters. Read more about their story and why they’ve 
generously chosen to leave a gift in their Will to the organisation here: BushHeritage.org.au/annie-mayo
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Donate today.

Can you help protect  
our natural home?  



Cover photo Salt lakes and pajalpi (wetlands), Karajarri Country.  
By Benjamin Broadwith 

Bush Heritage is a unified force for nature, grounded in science  
and culture to nurture all land for life. The organisation works across 

more than 11.3 million hectares and 42 reserves, protecting and 
building resilience in our landscapes for the almost 2,000 animals  

and plants on Australia’s threatened species list. 

Bush Heritage respects, listens and learns from working side-by-
side with Traditional Owners, and by working in partnerships with 

pastoralists and other organisations to have the most impact.  

Our work would not be possible without the support of people  
like you. We gratefully acknowledge the estates of Betty Mason,  

John Howlett, David Trevellien, Laurel Close, Glenda McChesney-
Clark, Leslene Woodward and Alison McPharlin as well as the  

many other people who have recently donated to our work.

LOOKING FOR MORE STORIES?  
FIND US ON: 

    

A Bush Heritage Podcast

Our podcast, Big Sky Country, takes you deep 
into the Australian bush to hear the sounds of hope. 

Find it wherever you get your podcasts or visit:

bushheritage.org.au/bigskycountry


